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SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND ELECTROMAGNETIC CYBERSPACE

Gleason G.

Revolutions are always unexpected. Many ofthe great revolutions ofthe modem world - the Ameri-
can Revolution of 1776, the French Revolution of 1789, the Russian Revolution of 1917. the Chinese Revo-
lution of 1949, the Iranian Revolution of 1978 as well as many others - are examples of sweeping political
change that toppled old regimes and replaced them with a new political order. These revolutions shared

many features, but they were also different in many important respects. The revolutions differed in motiva-
tion, in the values they championed, and the effects they brought about. All these revolutions prevailed be-

cause in each case new political leaders and new social movements combined in ways which exceeded the

anticipations and capacities of the status-quo regimes which resisted them and which they replaced. It is

quite possible that factors auguring for change in mary societies and in many circumstances were anticipated
and countered or deterred. Arguably, these were places ripe for revolution in which revolutions did not take
place. The balance between the factors of change and the factors of stability shifted toward stability. What is

so often unanticipated and unexpected is how the factors shift away from stability toward change [1].
As we survey the "Arab Spring" transformation that swept across the African Maghreb and the Middle

East and compare these events with past revolutions, one particular feature stands out - the great speed at
which these events took place. The Arab Spring erupted in

Tunisia in a popular outbreak which started in December 2010. Within months the sitting government
was swept out of power. Just a short time after the Tunisian events revolutionary fervor, as if by contagion,
swept into Egypt. In January 20i I events that came as a surprise to many oulsiders culminated in large pub-

lic demonstrations challenging the rule of Hosni Mubarak, Egfpt's president since 1981. After just 18 days

ofpolitical demonstrations, President Mubarak was persuaded to resign, relinquishing power to the military.
In February 201 1, a popular revolt broke out in Libya. At first Muammar Gaddafi, who acted as undisputed

ruler of the country since seizing power in a coup in 1969, ridiculed the idea of a revolution in Libya. Yet a
civil war soon broke out. With the help ofNATO intervention, Gaddafi's opposition pushed him from power

in October 2011. The revolutionary ev€nts ofthe Maghreb were followed by civil uprisings in Bahrain, Syria
and Yemen. Major public protests swept Algeri4 Iraq, Jordan, Morocco, and Oman. More limited protests

took place in Kuwait, Lebanon, Mauritani4 Saudi Arabi4 Sudan, and Westem Sahara.

These protests, demonstrations, uprisings, and revolutions have taken very different counes. They are

likely to leave very different results in the different countries. Some have followed a path of armed conflict;
others have followed principles ofnon-violence, resistance and civil disobedience. Some uprisings have been

violent; some protests have shared techniques of civil resistance in sustained campaigns involving labor

strikes, demonstations, marches and rallies, as well as the use ofsocial media to organize, communicate, and

raise awareness in the face of state attempts at repression and censorship.
What is unique about the recent events is the speed at which they took place. The stunning speed of

events is a testimony to the profound changes that have taken place as a result of new information technolo-
gies. Revolutionary new information technologies have played a very important role, almost as a revolution
in the nature of revolution itself. These revolutionary political evens raise fundamental questions about the

relationship between social movements, information technology and political implications. These events

invite us to reconsider the relationship between social networks, the cybernetic "digital revolution" and revo-

lutionary political change. The question begins with the relationship between social networks and political
change.

SOCIAL NETWORKS AND POLITICAL CIIANGE

The essential core of a social network is a dyadic arangement benveen individuals [2]. Dyads are

necessarily organized in terms of pairs or twosomes. Every dyad is a pair; but dyads additionally may be

ordered in the form of much more complicated structures such as ladders, pyramids, clcuds, or constella-
1ions. Large, complicated and complex social networks may involve large numbers of individuals interacting
in complicated and dissimilar ways, but the fact remains that every social network can be broken down into
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what are essentially dyadic relationships - one actor (or individual) interacting with another actor (or indi-
vidual).

In terms of structure, the individuals in a social netl'ork may be vierved as nodes. In terms of process,
the individuals may be viewed in terms of the relationships betn'een nodes. Relationships include a broad
spectrum of such connections as such things as family ties, kinship, fiiendship, affection. disaffection, con-
tractual obligations, common understandings and common interests in addition to many, many others [3].
Social networks operate on manv levels of importance and salience, ranging frorn families up to the level of
supranational organizations, from acquaintances and "fellow travelers" to ciubs to and professional organiza-
tions.

Social networks may exist as formal organizations or as informal organizations. Some social networks
are highly regularized in terms of policy and law; other social networks are informal organizations and are
recognized only by those who are members. Formal social networks tend to be moie influential but there are
cases in which informal social networks are determinative. Social networks represent "social capital", refer-
ring to the value that an individual gets from bcing a member ofthe social network. Formal social networks
are often transparent in the sense that members know one another because that is public knowledge. Informal
social networks are often non-transparent in the sense that members are not always aware of the network.
These concepts are often displayed in a social network diagram, where nodes are the points and ties are the
lines.

Modeling relationships has given rise to conclusions regarding formaliry and informality as well as the
underlying factors rhat tie relationships together, explaining the qualities ofvectors [4]. The relationships are
quite complex but can be described as vectors. The idea of modeling nodes and vectors is the basis of so-
ciometry, a field pioneered by the quantitative sociologist Jacob Moreno [5]. From empirical observation of
networks, Moreno noted that in informal networks it is not unusual that individuals do not precisely see the
structure around them. In a celebrated study of social networks of school children Moreno noted one group
in which "The boys were fiiends of boys and the girls were friends of girls with the exception of one boy
who said he liked a single girl. The feeling was not reciprocated." The influence of modeling relationships in
terms of informal social networks has grown over the years as researchen have become aware that the power
of social network does not derive from its formalify but rather fiom the strength ofthe vectors.

The comecting vectors of social networks also have been analyzed in terms of nature, composirion
and repetition of ties. The adjacency hypothesis holds that actors are related through short chains of social
acquaintances. The concept gave rise to the phrase "six degrees of separation" after a 1967 experiment by a
social psychologist suggested that two random US citizens were connected on average by a chain of six ac-
quaintances. In his first "small world" experiment, the number six emerged as the mean number of interme-
diaries - and thus the expression "six degrees of separation" was bom [6]. This model was extended in 1998
b1 a model that maintained that, beginning with a regular lattice, the addition of a small number of random
Iinks reduces the diameter - the longest direct path between any two vertices in the network from being
\ en long to being very short [7].

fhe idea of social networks is closely related to the concept of physical networks. The study of physi-
:al nertlorks originally developed through the study of relay systems and control systems of various kinds.
.{.:Lcugh there are classical researchers in mathematics and biology who were interested in networks, the
:l:s: a-rd most fundamental network research was conducted by 20th century investigators ofnerve systems.
3.:;::::rers following the Pavlov tradition such as Petr Anokhin [8] in Russia and Nicolas Rashevsky [9] in----: '.:.i:ed States put emphasis on nerve systems as networks. At the same time, researchers in the field of
:..::.: s:g:lal theory were investigating parallel phenomena in analog message processing. with the advent
,: : -::: ro$er system grid networks and the rise of communication techrology the study of signals in
::=.::::::\orktheorymadegreatadvances.MathematicianssuchasAndrei N. Kolmogorov [10] and War-
-:: : \1:!.:iloch [11] were also applying new discoveries in the theory of probabilir_v to signal processing.

' --: .re establishment of a new scientific discipline - cybemetics - Norbert Wiener and others em-
: - - :-: --:: ::i-i+ of the system models as representing an isomorphism between a c1'bernetic model and-:---: :-:.:.::3s. The cvbemetic model ofpolitical processes was applied bv such thinkers as Davjd Easton' :-: - :r- :.s :erueen servo-mechanism control svstems and political processes. Easlon defined politics
: : : ;:: :' ;-. ,i:er] of interactions defined by the fact that thev are more or less directir, reiated to the au-
.::-=: .: : ::::.cns of values for a societl" [12]. According to the Easton model. a svstem is a collection
: ' : - :- -j ---:: :--e :elated by observable recuning pattems. A system is purposir.e in that it converts inputs
:<::-r - :: : : -::.:::s r into outputs (decisions) through political actions (decisions. implementalion actions.

:-: r: :l -: :: -.:::a:ion of a dynamic political environment. Government outpurs produce outcomes that
--r-:j :. : --:: r: : a continuous fashion. Govemments do not produce outcomes though, they only pro-
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duce outputs. The slstems approach rc undersranding politics puts great emphasis on social and political
netuorks. much more than traditional. constitutional approaches rvhich heavilv emphasize political institu-
tions [13]. Social netrvork insights hare been formalized in cvbemetic models that havc produced a certain
amount of benefit in systems anall sis. such as those used by', the Niels Boirr institute [ 14].

Social nehvorks are also closell reiated to political networks and, in particular, the vectors that con-
nect nodes in the managemenl of public goods. If politics is defined as the process of the management of
pubiic goods, political exchangc may'be defined as the principles by which parties in the political process
cooperate to advance their individual and joint interests. Public goods are those which are produced by the
efforts of man,v members of the collectivit) and the benefit of which in some sense belongs to rhe collectivity
as a whole. Exchange theory begins rvith the simple obsen,ation that cooperation is the core of all politics.
People cooperate for many reasons - out of self-interest, out of a desire for commodious living, out of desire
to belong to a group, out of desire to sacrifice to find meaning outside of one-self - the list of *hy people
cooperate is very long indeed. People cooperating usually have parallel interests in achieving some goal. But
parallel interests do not necessarily cooperation. Cooperation often founders on lhe inabilitv of parties ro
mainlain a continuous interest in the common eoal. Sub-optimal collective action traps often defeat coopera-
tion.

Forms of politicai authority are closely corrclated rvith the forms of political exchange. Open, consen-
sual, democratic forms of government evidence specific forms of political exchanges. Closed, coercive, au-
thoritarian forms of government also have specific forms of political exchange. The democratic form of
politics is based upon political exchange. Democracy is based on consensus. Democracy does not always
require consensus, but all democratic principles emerge from the assumption that consensus can be reached.
Consensus is itself based on mutual benefit. Democratic politics implies mutually advantageous cooperarive
interchange. Elected officials supply direction of management in retum for electoral support. Parties suppll
soiidarit-v and regimentation of ideas in return for a role in the competitive process. In open competitive s.vs-
tems of politics, voters supply support in retum for the promise of public goods. Democratic forms of gov-
ernment tend to emphasize the transparency of the exchange of value that takes place. Democracy requires
"political accountability" (the responsiveness of officials to public demands) but it also requires "public ac-
countability" (the willingness of the public to bear the costs of self-govemment). Public accountability can
only be achieved if fiscally sound, transparent. and equitable mechanisms exist for financing the proi ision
and distribution ofpublic goods.

Democracy is based on exchange rvithin networks. But even non-democratic politics also has ex-
change at its core. In closed, hierarchical, or authoritarian systems of politics exchanges of benefit are less
transparent but nevertheless are crucial to the political process. Authoritarian leaders relay on the militia, the
police, the bureaucracy, an ideolog.v, or privileged class or cohort such as an aristocracy or religious caste to
provide them support. In exchange, authoritarian leaders provide protection, benefits. or prefened access to
public goods. Authoritarian forms of govemment tend to emphasize the obligation that is incurred by ex-
changes. Patronage svstems are based upon the capacitv of authoritarian leaders to exercise discretion over
the distribution of benefits in the sociery. The polrtical contract of authoritarian systems is typically one that
is based upon an exchange of fealt-v for protection, benefit. or promise of advancement. People never simpJv
act: they alEays act for a reason. They alv'ays act to achieve something that they seek. Coalitions are ag-
glomerations of people. Coalitions too do not simply acu they always act for a reason. Coalitions are more
effective at achieving individuais' goals vhen they can articulate common goals. But it is a profound mistake
for the analyst to interpret the articulated goal of coalition leaders for the operational goal ofthe coalition in
action.

One of the most lundamental constructions of hunan competition is the coalition. Significant coali-
tions may be comprised of political eiites. govemmental bureauuacies, or other regional or ethnic groupinss.
The concept of "political elites" is defined by the group or groups having an ability to directly affect political
rvili [ 15]. Ccalitions rnay be defined as tactical combinations of indiviC:ral Cecision makers that form in order
lo achieve a specific short-term goal. Coalitions invariabll and specifically form specifically with respect to
a perceived threat of ioss that the individuais share. Coalitions are more often responsive than initiative: they
tend !o ac1 in wa-vs responding to the acts of other coaiitions. Coalitions exist either ro achieve goals or to
preempt or counteract the aetivir)- of other coalitions. Because parallel interests do not by themselves neces-
sarily imply cooperation, actors cannot in aii cases be expected to cooperate simply in order to achieve their
common goals. But aclors can be mobilized to subordinate their short-term interests to the longer-term inter-
ests ofpreventing another group ofactors an opposing coalition - from achieving its goals.

When coalitions are formed and begin to function effectively, it may suggest that members are united
more by what they are trying to avoid than what they are trying to attain. Coalitions are often more effective.
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more enduring, and more compelling when the partners are cooperating to avoid something rather than to
achieve something. In the idealistic rvorld of political rhetoric, states and groups enter into coalitions in order
to achieve common goals. But in the realistic world of international, inter-ethnic and inter-regional ex-
changes, significant actors are more likely to enter into cooperative arrangements, and more likely to sacri-
ficc for the success ofthose arrangements, rvhen they are cooperating to avert common risks than when they
are seeking to achieve common benefits. It is for this reason that many coalitions are essentially negative in
their origin. They come into being and endure primarily in order to defeat other coalitions. When the threat
of loss dissipates, the coalition may endure for some period of time, but eventually the underlying rationale
will erode and the coalition without an opposing coalition will come to an end. Coalitions of "everyone
against no one" are doomed to short lives.

Some authoritarian systems have harsh relations between the individual and the state. In such systems
political opposition may be dealt with severely or even brutally. Yet in such systems there may be internal
compromises within ruling eiites which allow a substantial amount of leeway for coalition interactions. In
these kinds of authoritarian systems there are often strong, influential coalitions that manage to make claims
upon fiscal resources. The more leeway there is for coalition competition over fiscal resources, the more
likely that a coalition will seek to alter the terms of exchange. Such coalitions *ill resort to the standard
mechanisms of democratic political exchange, namely log-rolling, side-payments, and quid-pro-quo settle-
ments, all of which have a win-win character. Political will is analyzed as a consequence of coalition dy-
namics. These dynamics are conceived not only in terms of conventional terms social science concepts such
as parties, ideologies, or religious affiliation, but also in terms of much more context-specific concepts such
as parameters that include measurements of region, tribe, and clan as well as clique and patron-client rela-
tions.

THE CI'BERNETIC RXVOLUTION

The electronic communication revolution has given rise to a level of global "connectedness" that
opened vast oppomrnities for economic expansion around the world. But at the same time the leve1 of con-
nectedness undeniably magnified vulnerabilities around the world. Many of the digital age computer tech-
nologies and networks that made globalization possible emerged from electronic signal laboratories, which
made significant breakthroughs particularly during the period of the Second World War. The most important
breaktkoughs in signal processing were those that shifted the world from analog electronic impulses to digi-
tal processing.

The invention ofthe handheld phone and wireless networks helped transform the wav that people con-
duct their affairs and do business around the world. The construction of electronic netrvorks made it possible
to create rvorld-wide digital networks linking banks and communication systems, thereby connecting the
entire world for nearly instantaneous fansfers of and information and money. The invention of a system of
interlocked orbiting geosynchronous communication satellites first financed by militaries in the U.S. and in
the USSR and iater the Russian Federation made it possible to create a geospatial network linking the entire
face of the earth. It is now known in the U.S. as the GPS, "global positioning system" and in Russia as

GLONASS. The use ofthese digital systems, which were originally encrypted and encoded, was made pub-
lically available for the entire rvorld in 2000. No* the systems have a large number of constantly orbiting
satellites that enable locational devices for imumerable private and commercial applications.

The digital world is fundamentally different than the pre-digital *orld. Digital technology has cata-
pulted its users into world that is dense and continuous and therefore connected. As far back as people can be
traced, the human world was primarily discontinuous. People's senses and capacities were geared to the
things important to them - stones, water, trees and plants and to each other. Sight, hearing, and sensing were
directed to a world in which objects were disparate and apart. We have long known in scientific terms that
space is dense. Space is a dense field of physicai matter fullv occupied by electromagnetic phenomena. But
even so, the discrete objects in the world of sentient beings appeared for all intents and purposes to be sepa-
rated in space and time. So we interacted *ith objects as such. The continuous electromagnetic field was
only important in the case ofhuge potential differences - llhen hghtning struck. Otherwise, people remained
unarvare and unaffected by the continuous eiectromagnetic fielci in lhich they existed. fhat rvorld has

changed.
For 500 years we have talked about the Guttenberg rerolution as consisting ofthe possibiliry to encap-

sulate, store and transfer information in the form of ponable manuscripts. Once the printing press was possi-
ble, pamphlets and books proliferated. Knowledge rvas magnified man) times. But the digital revolution is

not comparable with the printing revolution. It is the ransioimarion olrhe ability to store and move informa-
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tion on such a far greater scale that it is essen'iially different in capacity. The digital revolution has trans-

formed the wa1 u,ecolJect, process, store and communicate information. The digital revolution has changed

the way signal information is uscd in directine machinery.

LikJ all knou,ledge, the digital revolurion *as cumulative, depending upon the gradual integration of
knorvledge from a variety of scientific spheres. Charles Augustin de Coulomb obsen'ed that the interaction

force bet*een two point charges is directll proportional to the scalar rnultiplication of the magnitudes of
charges and inversel-y proportionai to the square olthe distances betw'een them. James Clerk Maxwell dem-

onstrated that electricity. magnetism and light are all manifestations of the same phenomenon: the electro-

magnetic fieid. Maxrvell hypothesized the existence of electromagnetic waves. In 1887 Heinrich Hertz

demonstrated the reality of Maxwell's hy pothesis by experimentally generating radio waves in his laboratory.

Carl Friedrich Gauss showed that the eiectric flux through any closed surface is proportional to the enclosed

electric charge. Michael Faraday demonstrated that the induced electromotive force in a closed circuit is

equal to the time rate of change of the magnetic flux through the circuit. Andrd-lvlarie Ampdre explained that

thl magnetic field around a closed loop is related to the eiechic current passing through the loop. Nikola

Tesla dimonstrated the advantages of altemating current over direct curent. ln 1891 George Stone.v intro-

duced the term "elechon" to describe this smallest unit of negative charge. Roben Millikan measured the

electron's charge independently and determined the mass lor the electron. In 1896 Henri Becquerel acciden-

tally discovered radioactiviry-. Lee De Forest in 1906 invented the vacuum tube triode which was the lirst

thrie-terminal device, enabling amplification and switching of electrical signals. The transistor was invented

in 1947 by John Bardeen, William Shockley. and Walter Brattain.

Vacuum tubes lvere replaced by transistors. ln electronics, a transistor is a semiconductor device used

to amplifl or su,itch electronic signals. A transistor is made of a solid piece of a semiconductor material,

rvith ai least three lerminals fbr connection to an extemal circuit. A voltage or current applied to one pair of
the transistor's terminals changes the current floxing through another pair of terminals. Because the con-

trolled (output) power can be much more than the controlling (input) power, the transistor provides amplifi-

cation of a ;ignal. The transistor is the lundamental building block of modern electronic devices, and is used

in ndio, telethone, computer and other electronic systems. The name transistor is a portrnanteau ofthe term

"transfer resistor".
The digital revolution made use of all these advances. In 1854 George Boole published a landmark

paper detailing an algebraic slstem of logic that rvould become known as Boolean aigebra. In the westem

world Ciaude Shannon is credited with founding both digital computer and digital circuit design theory when

in 1937, as a 21-year-old master's studcnt at MIT, he wrote a thesis demonstrating that electrical application

ofBoolean algebia could construct and resolve any logical, numerical relationship. Shannon's MA thesis has

been called the most important master's thesis of all time. Just after close of the war in September 1945,

Shannon prepared a classified memorandum for Bell Telephone Labs entitled "A Mathematical Theory of
Cryptogriphy." A deciassified version of this paper was published in 1949 as "Communication 1'heory of
Seci""y Sy-.tems". On the basis of this theory. in 1948 Shannon later published "A Mathematical Theory of
communication [16]. 

,' This arlicle is often cited as marking the beginning ofthe digital era.

Working along with Harry Nyquist who had been examining bandwidth requirements for transmitting

information, Claude Shannon calculated a physical constant of information theory. The "sampling theorem"

asserts that a band-limited analog signal that has been sampled can be perfectly reconstructed from an infi-

nite sequence of samples if ttre iampling rate exceeds 28 samples per second, rvhere B is the highest fre-

quency in the originai signal. Ifa function xO contains no frequencies higher than B hertz, it is completely

determined by giving its onlinates at a series ofpoints spaced l/(2B) seconds apart'

tne sarrptingltreorem \r'as new for the westem world but was not nell to the east. The Soviet mathe-

matician Vladimir kotelnikov had already discovered the sampling theorem in 1933 using harmonic analysis

in relation to signal transmission [17]. Vladimir Kotelnikov was a Soviet pioneer in the use of sigrral theory

in modulation and slgnal communications and deveJoped a theory of optimum noise immunitv. Kotelnikov

also worked in radar and cryptograph.v, proving the absolute securit"v ofthe one-time pad. He rvas associated

with the Moscow lo"'er Engineltng Institute, Kazan Universitr', the Russian Academy of Sciences and was

lor a time the Chairman of the Ruisian Supreme Soviet (parliament). However, Kotelnikov's discoveries

rvere within a small circle oftheoretical and laboratorl specialists and did not find commerc jalization in in-

dusnl as Shannon's and others' discoveries tbund in the western worid. \!hat the digital revolution made

possitle \\as transforming information about ph.vslcal processes into binary digits - bits - in order to encode,

compress, transfer, and decode, providing convenient ways 10 store and communicate information.

Radio waves are a q,pe of electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths in the electromagnetic spectrum

longer than infrared light. iike all other electromagnetic rvaves, they travel at the speed of iight. Naturally-
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occurring radio rvaves are made by lightning, by astronomicai objects, and by other causational factors. Arti-
ficially-generated radio waves are created as electrical disturbances that can be modulated and transmitted
and then received and demodulated for the purposes of radio communication, broadcasting, radar and other
navigation systems, satellite communication, and "wifi" (wireless fidelity) transmission. Different frequen-
cies of radio waves have different propagation characieristics in the Earth's atmosphere. Long waves rnay
cover a part oflhe eanh very consistently, shorter waves can reflect off the ionosphere and travel ricocheting
around the world, and much shorter wavelengths which bend or reflect very little tend to travel on a direct
iine ofsight.

At the same time scientists in the west rvere investigating signal theory, scientists in the USSR were
also making breakthroughs in applying digital theory in practice. In 1945 Ldon Theremin invented an espio-
nage tool for the Soviet Union which retransmitted incident radio *aves with audio information. Sound
waves vibrated a diaphragm which slightly altered the shape ofthe resonator, which modulated the reflected
radio frequency. Even though this device was a covert listening device, not an identification tag, it is consid-
ered to be a predecessor oftoday's radio frequency identification (RFID) technology, because it was passive,
being energized and activated by electromagnetic waves tiom an outside source.

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is a radio rvave technology designed for the purposes of moni
toring through identification and tracking. RIID consists of interrogators (readers) and tags (labels). RFID
consists of two components: transmission and processing. The transmission component involves antenna for
receiving and transmitting a signal. The processing component is an integrated circuit for storing and proc-
essing information, modulating and demodulating a radio-frequency signal, and interpreting the signal. There
are three types of RFID tags: active RFID tags, which contain a battery and can transmit signals autono-
mously; passive RFID tags, which have no battery and require an extemal source to provoke signal transmis-
sion; and battery assisted passive RFID tags, which require an extemal source to wake up but have
significant higher forward link capability providing greater range.

The westem world made great strides in applying digital theory in the computerized revolution
throughout the 1960s and early 1970s making increasingly larger and more centralized computerized sys-
tems. Then in the 1970s trends began moving in the oposite direction, moving towards smaller, more decen-
tralized, and more versatile systems. The result was an explosion of applications for more easily applicable,
more eflicient, and more adaptive systems of information processing. The results ranged from cellular
phones, to portable computers; from digital SCADA (supervisory conirol and data acquisition) to complex
and layered networks. Once electronic networks could be linked, the upper threshold was quickly extended
to the entire planet with the articulation of ICANN's World Wide Web (ICANN-Inrernet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers).

The digital revolution made it possible to not only process the sequential communication signals that
scientists were originally interested in, but also in collecting information in the form of videos, documents.
spreadsheets and arrays of information. The growth of digital capacities in banking, industr,v, science and
communication transformed the capacity to change the rate at which information could be collected, proc-
essed, transmitted and interpreted.

The digital revolution made it possible to transfer information through radio waves between computers
linked by wifi connections that would have been inconceivable only a short time before. Sitting on one side
of the room a researcher can prepare a manuscript and upload it through the wifi connection for transmission
to another computer in the same room rvhich then interprets the signal, either through an internet server or
more simply through a peer-to-peer wifi connection, and then downloads the manuscript. The process in-
volves transforming the prepared wdtten document into a digilal code, creating a disturbance by modulating
the elechomagnetic waves on the sender's side and then by receiving and then demodulating the electromag-
netic disturbances on the receiver's side. Pages, books, whole libraries of information can be shifted from
point A to point B, canied along by electromagnetic waves moving at the speed of light. Once the technol-
ogy is in place, the cost ofcommunication becomes so small it becomes negligible; too cheap to monitor.

Globalization was not invented by political will; it r.vas the child of the digital age. Globalization is

typically defined as the transition to a single economic and information space, and is cenainly one of the
most important political and economic phenomena of the modem rvorld. lt has produced benefits as well as

detriments, but it is in essence politically neuhal. Those countries thai can adapt to the globalized *orid reap
many benefits. Those countries than do not adapt tend to pay great costs.
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POLITICAL CONSEQLTNCES OF SOCTAL NETWORKS IN THE CYBER AGE

The digital world has certainl) led to a world where people are more interrelated and more mutually
dependent upon one another than ever before. For both good and bad, the digital age has brought us closer
together. The question of whether the digital age divides us further or whether we can find a digital bridge
that makes it possible for us to communicate and cooperate more equitably, more effectively, and more suc-
cessfully remains to be addressed. One conclusion is plain and clear - the idea of person-to-person commu-
nication in the form of social networks played an important role in the traditional past. In the digital future it
is sure to play an even more important role. Political observers did not anticipate the speed and fervor ofthe
revolutions of the Arab Spring. Can political institutions predict what they cannot anticipate? Can political
institutions be adapted that will enable adjustments of political circumstances in ways that are equitable and
effective? Can people thernselves adjust to the speed ofpolitical change in the cybemetic age?

One ofthe path breakers in the digital revolution, Norbert Wiener, raised this very question sixty years
ago when the outlines ofthe cybemetic age were only barely discernible [8]. His observation was very sim-
ple. The modern world has changed greatly but human beings may have changed little if at all. The basic
human neural patteming for decision making is our inheritance but the cybernetic environment which struc-
tures the way that information is processed, distributed and apprehended is very new. The network structure
of political relationships in which we live and the way people process information and reach decisions is
very old. Yet we face challenges that are very new. It may be that the cybemetic age may usher in an era in
which the source ofthe risks is also the source ofthe opportunities. Ifthe new level of electronic connected-
ness has made rapid contraction possible, it has at the same time made rapid erpansion possible.
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